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Letter or Email Response: 
this letter is my objection to the planned building work in debden, although I've lived in debdan for the last 20 years, 
previous to that i lived in hackney, i moved to debdan because i was tired of living basically in a concrete jungle. every 
little space was built on, cramming numerous properties on the smallest of areas, in the end everything looked the 
same with no space, green or otherwise. the influx of all those new people, also brought numerous cars and vans, 
creating serious parking congestion and leaving the air full of smog. i chose debden as it had everything i wanted, a 
good public transport network, clear skys and vast open spaces. over the years i have witnessed the development in 
debden, schools knocked down for house, flats built on the communal gardens of existing flats but what is suggested is 
a step to far. if our community loses jessel green not only will we lose a well loved, well used piece of green land but 
you will be turning a lovely leafy area into an urban concrete jungle. don't desttoy the exact things people want to 
move here for    
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